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Bending Energy of Amphiphilic Films at the Nanometer Scale
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The diffuse scattering of x rays by the thermally excited out-of-plane fluctuations of different
amphiphilic films was measured for in-plane wavelengths down to the nanometer range, giving access to
nontrivial bending effects. The Helfrich Hamiltonian applies on pure water and in the solid phase of an
arachidic acid monolayer a large bending rigidity constant was measured. When formed on a subphase
containing divalent cadmium ions, the height-height fluctuation spectrumkzsqdzs2qdl is greatly
modified: no longer consistent with aq24 law at large wavelengths but rather with aq23.360.2 law,
revealing a very different physical mechanism whose origin is discussed. [S0031-9007(97)02940-2]

PACS numbers: 68.10.Et, 61.10.-i, 68.60.Bs
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Amphiphilic molecules composed of a hydrophobic h
drocarbon moeity and a hydrophilic polar head adsorb
interfaces (forming monomolecular films) or self-assem
in bulk solutions where a variety of supramolecular stru
tures ranging from microemulsions to cell membranes
obtained [1]. A success of recent years has been the a
ity to predict the topology and stability of the differen
supramolecular structures from the spontaneous curva
and the bending rigidity moduli for mean curvatureK
and Gaussian curvatureK of the individual films, while
ignoring their precise molecular structure [1]. Howeve
whereas the corresponding Hamiltonian was given by H
frich in 1973 on the basis of symmetry arguments [2], t
associated fluctuation spectrum has never been meas
and the range of situations where the Helfrich Hamiltoni
can be applied is still an open question from an experim
tal point of view. Indeed, the coupling of the out-of-plan
fluctuations with the fluctuation modes of any quantity
suitable symmetry may modify the energy spectrum [3]

In addition to bending rigidityK at short length scales
the out-of-plane fluctuations of a film adsorbed at a liqu
gas or liquid-liquid interface are in general also limited b
the surface tensiong, and finally gravity at long length
scales. The fluctuation spectrum including these effect
gravity, capillarity, and bending rigidity can be obtaine
by Fourier transforming the free energy and applying t
equipartition theorem, namely,

kzsqdzs2qdl 
kBT

Drg 1 gsqdq2 1 Ksqdq4
, (1)

where q is the (in-plane) wave-vector modulus of th
fluctuation mode andDr is the density gradient a
the interface. Bending rigidity will therefore becom
important in limiting the out-of-plane fluctuations only a
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scales smaller than
p

Kyg, i.e., in the nanometer range fo
films spread at the air-water interface. It has been ma
explicit in Eq. (1) that bothgsqd andKsqd should depend
on the observation scale [4,5]. The renormalization ofg

leads to terms inq4 equivalent to a weak bending rigidity
whereas the renormalization ofK depends on the nature
of the film (fluid or solid) [4–7]. In the case of a tethere
membrane having the elasticity of a solid, there can be
coupling between out-of-plane fluctuations and in-pla
modes due to the fact that many configurations of t
film with low bending energyper se imply stretching.
This leads to a divergence ofKsqd at large scale, or
a rigidity term proportional to1yq42h , 1y2 , h , 1
[8]. As mentioned above, out-of-plane fluctuations ma
also couple to the fluctuation modes of several differe
quantities. An interesting case is that of polarization f
dipoles normal to the surface, always carried by classi
amphiphiles, leading to a nontrivialq23 dependence [3].

Among the different methods which have already be
used to determine bending constants, reflectivity [9,1
and ellipsometric methods [4] measure an integral ov
modes and are therefore unable to give access to
most interesting power law, as is the Fourier analys
of the shape fluctuations of vesicles which relies on
given form of the Hamiltonian [11]. Small-angle x-ray
scattering generally implies orientational averagin
making the extraction of information less direct [7]. I
order to overcome these limitations and to get una
biguous information, the fluctuation spectra of oriente
films with a well characterized structure must be me
sured. Langmuir films offer this possibility: molecula
area, temperature, and surface pressure can be fi
the structure can be determined by grazing-inciden
x-ray diffraction and reflectivity, and the texture can b
© 1997 The American Physical Society 3157
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observedin situ by Brewster angle microscopy or b
atomic force microscopy (on transferred films). In th
study, we directly measure the fluctuation spectra
grazing-incidence diffuse (off-specular) x-ray scatteri
[12–14]. In a Langmuir film, the scattering of x ray
results from height fluctuations of the different interfac
(airychain, chainyhead, headysubphase), assumed in th
study to fluctuate conformally. The interferences betwe
beams scattered at the different interfaces, which can
accounted for within the distorted wave Born appro
imation taking into account refraction and absorpti
[14], give rise to the normalqz dependence. Thesqx , qyd
dependence of the scattered intensity is concentrated in
form e2q2

z kz2l
R

dx dy feq2
z kzs0,0dzsx,ydl 2 1geisqxx1qyydR̃sx, yd,

where R̃sx, yd is the Fourier transform of the resolutio
function.

The measurements were performed at the “Troı¨ka”
beam line at the European Synchrotron Radiation Fa
ity (ESRF) (Fig. 1). The desired radiation was select
using the (111) reflection of a diamond monochroma
placed in the “white” beam in an asymmetric Laue geom
try, and the grazing angle of incidence was fixed by t
ing the monochromator. A SiC mirror was used in t
monochromatic beam in order to eliminate higher ord
light. The intensity of the0.4 3 0.2 mm2 (w 3 h) beam
(DEyE  6 3 1025) was approximately1010 countsys.
The homemade Langmuir trough was mounted on
Nanofilm technologie GmbH active vibration isolatio
system on the sample circle of the three-axis diffractom
ter. Since the signal scattered by the interfacial flu
tuations at large in-plane wave vectorsqx is very low
(ø10210 of the incident beam), extreme care was tak
to limit the background by shielding the experimental d
vice and by surrounding the Langmuir trough with h
lium. Another very important requirement is to fix th
grazing angle of incidence below the critical angle f
total external reflection in order to limit the evanesce
wave penetration and therefore scattering in the bu

FIG. 1. Schematics of the experiment.Cps111d: diamond
monochromator, SiC: mirror, VP: vacuum paths, LT: Langm
trough, NaI(Tl): scintillation detector. Si(111) double-reflectio
monochromators. The sample-to-S4 distance is 650 mm, and
S3-S4  470 mm. S1 to S4 are slits whose horizontal3
vertical openings were fixed toS1: 0.6 mm 3 0.2 mm, S2:
0.4 mm 3 0.2 mm, S3: 2 mm 3 1 mm, 10 mm, or 22 mm,
S4: 1 mm 3 0.250 mm.
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Under total external reflection conditions the backgrou
could be measured by simply lowering the trough by
mm and scanning around the direct beam. The expe
ments consisted ofud detector scans in the plane of in
cidence at 12.9 keV (l  0.096 nm) with a fixed angle
of incidenceui  1.4 3 1023 rad, just below the criti-
cal angle for total external reflection [see Fig. 1]. Wit
this geometry bothqx  2pylfcossuid 2 cossuddg and
qz  2pylfsinsuid 1 sinsuddg are varied jointly in an
experiment.

We first measured the fluctuation spectrum of th
bare water (from a Millipore purification system) surfac
[Fig. 2(a)]. In this case, the scattered intensity ca
be calculated withoutany adjustable parameter: the
surface tensiongH2O  73 mNym is known, as well as
the different parameters determining the resolution
the experiment (slit opening, footprint). The excelle
agreement between the calculated intensity and

FIG. 2. Intensity scattered by the film as a function of th
horizontal wave-vector transferqx . (a) Absolute scattered in-
tensity multiplied by the in-plane wave-vector transferqx as
a function of qx (detector scans projected onqx). Measured
background fors3  1 mm (empty squares) and 22 mm (dia
monds). the grey solid line is a fit to the Gaussian tails
the direct beam forqx , 107 m21 (does not contribute to the
analysis) anda ~ sqx 1 Cd21 background at larger wave vec
tors. Bare water surface withs3  1 mm (empty circles) and
s3  10 mm (empty triangles). Arachidic acid on pure wa
ter at 9±C at 25 mNym (black filled circles) fors3  1 mm.
Arachidic acid on the CdCl2 subphase fors3  22 mm (filled
squares); calculation with a puregq2 spectrum (dot-dashed
grey curve), best fit to aq23.3 power law (continuous line),
and to aq24 power law with additional roughness (dashed gre
curve). (b) Intensity scattered by the arachidic acid film o
pure water atp  40 mNym divided by the intensity scattered
at p  25 mNym in the S phase (circles) as a function ofqx .
K  500kBT (black solid line),K  300kBT (grey dot-dashed
line), andK  700kBT (grey dashed line).
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experimental data for different resolution condition
demonstrates the ability of the method to determ
fluctuation spectra very precisely. We also could exte
the measurements of Ref. [13] towards much larger w
vectors by two decades.

In this first study, we limited the films investigated t
different phases of a simple amphiphile: arachidic a
CH3sCH2d18COOH at 9 ±C and a surface pressure o
1 mNym in the so-called liquid-condensedL2 mesophase
and at25 mNym and 40 mNym in the much less com-
pressible (compressibilityø 1 myN) S solid phase [15].
In the presence of interfacial films it is necessary
strictly limit the number of adjustable parameters. W
therefore always used the macroscopic surface ten
measured by the Wilhelmy plate [16] and did not a
low for values of the structural parameters outside
error bars determined from literature and complement
x-ray reflectivity experiments. Evidence that we are
deed observing scattering by the fluctuating film is pr
vided by the interferences in Fig. 2(a) resulting from t
coupling betweenqx and qz in this kind of experiment.
Further evidence is given in Fig. 3 where an arachi
acid film atT  20 ±C was systematically compressed
order to continuously vary its surface tension. The scal
I ~ 1yg in the wave-vector range3 3 106 m21 # qx #

8 3 106 m21 where structural and rigidity effects ar
negligible demonstrates that we are indeed observing t
mally excited capillary waves. The intensity scattered

FIG. 3. (a) Intensity scattered by the arachidic acid film (bla
curves) and water (grey curves). The surface tensions
(top to bottom)33 mNym (diamonds),43 mNym (triangles),
53 mNym (squares),69 mNym (circles), and73 mNym. (b)
The same data normalized bygygwater in order to illustrate
the scalingI ~ 1yg in the range3 3 106 m21 # qx # 8 3
106 m21. The monolayer at69 mNym is in a tilted phase,
and this explains the notable difference in the structural det
(oscillations) at larger wave vectors.
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the arachidic acid film on pure water was fit using the flu
tuation spectrum of Eq. (1) with aKq4 term, and struc-
tural parameters (Table I) consistent with Refs. [10,1
A high value of the bending rigidity modulus is necessa
to fit the spectrum recorded at25 mNym: K  400 6

200kBT , whereas the curve recorded at1 mNym could be
fit with a lower bending rigidity:K  s100 6 100dkBT
[18]. In order to decouple the rigidity effects from thos
of the vertical structure of the film we present in Fig. 2(
the intensity scattered by the arachidic acid film on pu
water atp  40 mNym in the S phase divided by the
intensity scattered by the same film in theS phase at
p  25 mNym. Because of the negligible compressib
ity of this phase, the structural contribution is the same
both cases and the quotient is only sensitive to the fl
tuations (in fact, those of the film at40 mNym, which
is the rougher one). We obtainK  500 6 200kBT for
this film.

The values of the bending rigidity that we obtain
the S phase are much higher than the values found in
fluid phases of short chain surfactants [11], but comp
well with previous indirect estimations [9]. As expecte
K is found to increase when the compressibility of t
film decreases. Simple models [10] for the bending
solid plates predict that the bending rigidity should
proportional to the compressibility, but more complicat
behavior can be expected and will be investigated
future experiments. It is also interesting to note th
the highestK values in the incompressibleS phase are
consistent with the bending stiffness of a solid pla
having the elastic constants of polyethylene [11].

We also performed experiments with arachidic ac
spread on a subphase containing1023M CdCl2, pH 
8.8 fixed by methylamine at a molecular area
0.25 nm2ymolecule (and zero pressure). In that case
very stiff monolayer [19] is formed with partially covalen
complex formation specific of the Cd21 cation [19,20].
Its roughness measured by x-ray reflectivity is very lo
(0.2 6 0.01 nm). The ordering of the Cd21 counterions
has been observed below12 ±C with a coherence length
larger than 100 nm [20]. In contrast to the films o
pure water, the fluctuation spectrum of the film on t
CdCl2 subphase at highpH could not be fit using the
q24 law at large wave vectors, but rather with a ter
8 3 10212q23.360.2 in Eq. (1) [Fig. 2(a)] [21]. Note that
the best fit with aq24 law using a possible additiona
roughness at the molecular scale (yieldingK  4000kBT ,
indicating that the film is indeed very stiff) is quit
poor. We have no unique explanation for this nontriv
behavior. However, effects of nonconformal roughne
or density fluctuations can be dismissed given the res
of Ref. [20]. As explained above, there are at least t
cases where such a power law can be expected: coup
of the out-of-plane fluctuations with dipoles born by th
molecules or with phonons if the film were to be a tru
solid membrane. That the best fit is obtained with
3159
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TABLE I. Structural parameters obtained from the fit of the curves shown in Fig. 2(a) and
complementary reflectivity experiment. The normal structure of the film was divided in tw
slabs, one for aliphatic chains, and one for polar heads.r is the electron density of the slab,
andl its thickness.

rchainsyrH2O lchains rheadsyrH2O lheads

(nm) (nm)

1 mNym 0.96 6 0.05 2.0 6 0.1 1.2 6 0.05 0.35 6 0.05
25 mNym 0.96 6 0.05 2.25 6 0.05 1.3 6 0.05 0.35 6 0.05

CdCl2 1.05 6 0.05 2.48 6 0.05 4.2 6 0.25 0.27 6 0.05
Reflectivity 1.05 6 0.04 2.4 6 0.1 3.8 6 0.5 0.24 6 0.2
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q23.360.2 power law rather than with aq23 law favors
the second hypothesis of a solid membrane. Moreov
in the case of a dipolar origin, the prefactor of theq23

term should bep2
0y2e where p0 is the surface density

of dipoles, ande intermediate between the values fo
water and air. A naı¨ve estimation of this prefactor can
be obtained from surface potential measurements,DV 
p0ye. With DV  157 mV [22], the maximum value of
the prefactor should beø10214N, much smaller than any
possible experimental value [s5 6 3d 3 10210N].

In conclusion, the possibility of measuring height fluc
tuation spectra down to molecular scales, thus enabl
the determination of exponents and bending constants
means of x-ray surface scattering has been demonstra
in this paper. These results should open wide prospe
in the study of simple liquid interfaces and membranes.
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